
  

Scripture   &   Sermon   bo August   22,   2021   
Pastor   Kelsey   

Ephesians   4:25-32   
25   So   then,   putting   away   falsehood,   let   all   of   us   speak   the   truth   to   our   neighbors,   for   we   
are   members   of   one   another.   26   Be   angry   but   do   not   sin;   do   not   let   the   sun   go   down   on   
your   anger,   27   and   do   not   make   room   for   the   devil.   28   Thieves   must   give   up   stealing;   
rather   let   them   labor   and   work   honestly   with   their   own   hands,   so   as   to   have   something   
to   share   with   the   needy.   29   Let   no   evil   talk   come   out   of   your   mouths,   but   only   what   is   
useful   for   building   up,   as   there   is   need,   so   that   your   words   may   give   grace   to   those   who   
hear.   30   And   do   not   grieve   the   Holy   Spirit   of   God,   with   which   you   were   marked   with   a   
seal   for   the   day   of   redemption.   31   Put   away   from   you   all   bitterness   and   wrath   and   anger   
and   wrangling   and   slander,   together   with   all   malice,   32   and   be   kind   to   one   another,   
tenderhearted,   forgiving   one   another,   as   God   in   Christ   has   forgiven   you.   

Prayers   &   Sermon   
  

God   of   grace   and   mercy,   
Thank   you   for   this   time   to   be   together.   Thank   you   for   this   time   with   you.   Bless   this   time   
we   have   to   spend   with   your   Word.   Help   us   to   hear   what   you   know   we   need   to   hear,   and   
help   us   to   put   what   we   learn   about   you   and   ourselves   into   action.   In   the   name   of   the   
Son   and   Spirit,   Amen.   
  

“Forgive   us   our   trespasses   as   we   forgive   those   who   trespass   against   us.”   Maybe   you   
have   heard   this   line   a   little   differently   in   other   churches   or   with   other   Christians.   Perhaps   
“Forgive   us   our   debts   as   we   forgive   our   debtors”   or   “Forgive   us   our   sins   as   we   forgive   
those   who   sin   against   us.”   Most   of   us   here   are   probably   used   to   saying   trespasses,   but   
did   you   know   that   that   is   one   of   the   signs   that   we   are   United   Methodist?   I   didn’t   know   
that   which   word   is   traditionally   used   is   particular   to   specific   denominations!   Apparently   
“trespasses”   is   typical   of   those   within   the   Wesleyan   or   English   church   family   tree   and   
“debts”   is   typical   of   Presbyterians   and   those   in   the   reformed   church   family   tree.   There   is   
even   an   urban   legend   that   explains   the   difference!   The   urban   legend   goes   that   the   
Scots   were   merchants,   and   the   English   were   landowners.   To   sin   against   a   Scot   meant   
that   you   hadn’t   paid   your   debts,   so   Presbyterians   and   others   within   the   reformed   

  



  

tradition   prefer   “debts.”   The   English,   being   landowners,   believed   that   the   chief   sin   was   
trespassing   on   their   property--thus   their   preference   for   “trespasses.”   Alas,   the   actual   
story   is   a   bit   more   boring,   just   based   on   a   difference   in   translation   a   while   back.   
Anglicans,   Episcopalians,   and   United   Methodists   all   pull   from   the   Common   Book   of   
Prayer   as   a   main   source   for   prayers   and   liturgies   and   the   author   of   that   book,   Thomas   
Cranmer,   followed   an   incorrect   translation   of   the   greek   word   opheilemata   as   trespasses.   
Whereas   the   Scots   which   is   where   the   Presbyterian   church   originated,   follow   the   King   
James   Version   of   the   bible   which   correctly   translates   that   greek   word   to   debts.   You   
maybe   have   heard   the   word   “Sins”   instead.   That   is   a   faithful   translation   as   debts   is   a   
Jewish   figure   of   speech   for   sins.   It   is   a   more   modern   choice   that   has   mainly   been   used   
in   inter-denominational   spaces,   like   seminaries,   to   avoid   the   trespasses/debts   debate.   I   
personally   prefer   this   one   as   it   holds   more   universal   meaning   in   my   brain   than   
trespasses   or   debts.   But,   no   matter   what   word   is   chosen,   we   need   not   argue   over   it,   the   
intention   of   each   option   is   the   same:   a   failure   in   duty,   our   moral   and   spiritual   failure   in   
what   we   owe   God   and   neighbor,   or   our   treading   on   other   people’s   feelings,   space,   and   
territory.   The   point   of   what   we   are   praying   about   is   that   we’ve   wronged   someone   and   
need   healing   in   that   relationship.     

Another   key   art   about   what   is   being   forgiven   is   not   just   our   own   sin.   Like   the   first   half   of   
the   prayer,   we   are   not   just   praying   for   ourselves.   It   is   not   “Forgive   me   my   sins”   but   
“Forgive   US   OUR   sins.”   German   theologian,   Helmut   Thielicke   spoke   to   this   as   he  
reflected,   “In   these   words   we   bring   to   the   Father   the   whole   mountainous   burden   of   sin   
that   weighs   upon   the   whole   world   and   like   a   nightmare   haunts   this   present   historical   
hour.”   As   we   pray   for   the   whole   world’s   sins,   we   are   lifting   the   individual   sins   of   our   
world   and   also   the   collective   sins   or   wrongs   that   we   have   contributed   to   together.   As   we   
pray   this   line,   praying   for   the   world’s   sins,   we   are   reminded   that   we   do   live   in   a   broken   
world,   full   of   imperfect   people.   There   is   a   lot   that   we   need   God’s   help   with   and   us   
Christians   are   no   exception.   We   equally   have   sins   that   we   need   forgiven   as   anyone   
else.   Praying   this   line   is   always   important   as   it   is   a   moment   of   recognizing   our   need   for   
God’s   redeeming   grace   to   help   us   overcome   our   shortcomings.   God   gives   us   way   more   
than   we   return,   which   puts   us   in   debt   to   God   for   all   that   extra   grace   we   require.   But   
Jesus   showed   and   taught   us   that   we   do   not   have   any   IOUs   to   God.   Christ’s   redeeming   
work   cancels   out   our   debts,   sharing   with   us   the   best   loan   forgiveness   program   around.   
We   owe   nothing   to   God   for   this   abundant   forgiveness.   This   gives   us   the   ability   to   let   our   
shortcomings   and   mistakes   go   and   move   on   and   live   happy   lives.   Now,   that   is   definitely   
easier   said   than   done.   We   have   a   hard   time   letting   go   of   our   burdens   and   allowing   
ourselves   to   receive   forgiveness.   Being   stuck   holding   onto   those   burdens   is   not   God’s   
doing.   We   hold   onto   those   things   ourselves.   It   can   be   like   this   image   that   theologian   and   
writer   Ernie   Campbell   described,   “A   locked   room   with   open   doors.”   God   always   has   the   
doors   to   forgiveness   open   for   us   to   walk   through,   but   we   have   to   choose   to   leave   the   
room   full   of   our   burden.   That   is   the   only   catch   to   God’s   forgiveness,   we   have   to   accept   
it.     

That   leads   us   to   the   second   part   of   this   line   of   the   prayer:   “As   we   forgive   those   who   
trespass   against   us.”   Interlocked   with   accepting   God’s   forgiveness   for   us   and   forgiving   
ourselves   is   forgiving   those   who   have   wronged   or   failed   us.   Though   God’s   grace   and   
forgiveness   is   easily   one   of   the   most   important   parts   of   our   relationship   with   God,   Jesus   

  



  

takes   time   after   sharing   the   Lord’s   prayer   with   his   disciples   to   really   emphasize   the   
importance   of   us   forgiving   others.   Immediately   after   the   prayer   Jesus   continues,   as   if   
giving   a   footnote,   Jesus   said,   “For   if   you   forgive   others   their   trespasses,   your   heavenly   
Father   will   also   forgive   you;   15   but   if   you   do   not   forgive   others,   neither   will   your   Father   
forgive   your   trespasses.”   We   should   not   just   only   focus   on   ourselves   and   get   our   
forgiveness   from   God   and   ignore   the   importance   of   forgiveness   of   others.   Forgiveness   
is   crucial   to   our   relationships   and   maintaining   a   healthy   community.   Jesus   brings   this   
idea   up   again   in   Matthew   18   as   he   talks   with   Peter   about   how   many   times   we   should   
forgive,   and   Jesus’s   suggestion   is   “seventy   times   seven”   or    basically,   don’t   count!   It   
doesn’t   matter   who   or   what   we   are   forgiving,   we   are   to   forgive.     

This   sounds   like   it   contradicts   what   I   said   before   about   God’s   forgiveness   coming   
without   cost   or   strings   attached.   Jesus   does   not   mean   that   we   are   barred   from   God’s   
forgiveness   forever   if   we   do   not   forgive   our   neighbors   or   struggle   to   do   that.   It   comes   
back   to   the   idea   that   we   have   to   accept   God’s   forgiveness.   We   also   must   remember,   
accept,   and   live   out   God’s   forgiveness   for   others.   Forgiving   others,   even   our   worst   
enemy,   is   crucial   to   becoming   part   of   God’s   regenerative   grace   and   allowing   it   in   our   
hearts   to   transform   our   lives.   Forgiving   others   must   come   alongside   us   accepting   God’s   
forgiveness   for   ourselves   as   while   we   are   being   transformed   to   forgive   others   we   
become   more   and   more   open   to   God’s   love   and   forgiveness   and   can   better   accept   it   for   
ourselves.   On   the   flipside   of   that,   the   more   that   we   want   God’s   will   to   be   done   in   and   
through   our   lives,   the   more   conscious   we   are   of   where   we   fall   short   of   God’s   hopes   for   
us,   and   then   the   more   forgiving   we   are   likely   to   be   of   others’   faults.   Though   none   of   us   
like   having   to   recognize   our   shortcomings   and   some   of   us   may   spend   too   much   time   
focusing   too   much   on   our   shortcomings   and   not   accepting   grace,   it   is   important   that   we   
do   work   to   learn   and   notice   the   ways   we   hurt   others   as   Jesus   prayed   on   the   cross,   
“Father,   forgive   them,   for   they   know   not   what   they   do.”   As   we   pray   this   line   in   the   Lord’s   
prayer   we   recognize   the   sins,   mistakes   and   harms   we   know   we   have   done   and   also   lift   
to   God   all   that   we   have   yet   to   notice,   while   also   recognizing   that   others   may   not   realize   
the   harm   they   have   done   and   deserve   the   same   forgiveness   we   are   asking   for   from   
God.     

Now,   we   have   talked   a   lot   about   forgiveness   and   grace,   but   what   does   forgiveness   
actually   look   like?   What   are   we   going   for   here?   All   of   us   should   be   familiar   with   the   
phrase,   “Forgive   and   forget.”   It   is   the   phrase   most   often   thrown   around   when   talking   
about   forgiveness.   It   is   a   misleading   phrase.   It   implies   to   us   that   forgiveness   comes   
when   we   can   “forget”   what   happened   and   move   on   like   it   never   did.   That   is   not   a   
healthy   way   to   consider   forgiveness.   Sure,   we   can   probably   forget   about   the   time   that   
Sally   stole   our   PB&J   during   lunch   in   the   fourth   grade.   But,   if   someone   has   caused   you   
deep   harm,   trauma,   had   an   effect   on   the   way   you   live   your   life   or   are   able   to   function,   it   
is   naive   to   think   we   could   honestly   “Forget”   that   it   happened.   Pretending   we   forgot   it   and   
suppressing   our   ongoing   feelings   or   the   effects   on   that   relationship   is   much   more   likely   
to   fester   and   lead   to   bitterness   or   lashing   out.   Recognizing   that   it   may   be   impossible   to   
forget   but   choosing   to   move   forward   in   love   (perhaps   finding   a   new   way   forward)   is   
much   more   in   line   with   forgiveness   than   saying   we   forgive   and   forget   and   just   bottling   
up   whatever   residual   feelings   are   left.   Forgetting   the   harm   or   acting   like   we   can   just   
forget   the   incident   or   the   harm   is   not   just   harmful   to   our   emotions   but   can   also   

  



  

perpetuate   harm   or   allow   for   the   harm   to   happen   again.   Powerful   writer   and   holocaust   
survivor   Elie   Wiesel   speaks   about   forgiveness   through   the   lens   of   his   life   experience.   
He   asserts,   “to   forget   is   to   commit   a   crime   against   justice   and   memory;   to   forget   is   to   be   
the   executioner’s   accomplice.”     

So,   forgiveness   can   look   different   case   to   case.   In   some   situations   forgiveness   may   look   
like   saying,   “That   really   was   not   okay,   and   there   is   a   lot   of   me   that   would   like   to   call   it   
quits   between   us.   But   I   believe   our   mistakes   don’t   define   us   and   our   relationship   is   
important   to   me,   and   so,   the   scars   may   be   here   for   a   while,   but   I   would   like   for   us   to   
move   forward   and   work   back   toward   what   we   had   before.”   In   other   situations,   the   
healthiest   way   forward   may   be   to   change   the   relationship   from   how   it   was   before.   
Sometimes   the   hurt   and   harm   make   it   so   we   cannot   remain   in   close   relationship   with   
someone.   That   does   not   mean   that   forgiveness   is   not   possible   or   any   weaker.   In   these   
cases,   forgiveness   can   look   like   letting   go   of   the   hurt   and   harm   and   moving   forward   
from   the   burden   while   hoping   the   best   for   the   other   as   your   paths   separate.   The   kind   of   
forgiveness   that   Jesus   is   inviting   us   to   pray   for   here   is   more   complex   and   nuanced   than   
one   easy   formula.   But,   no   matter   how   much   we   can   or   cannot   forget   what   happened   or   
how   much   we   go   “back   to   normal”   after,   finding   forgiveness   for   the   other   is   an   important   
way   to   make   peace   with   those   around   us   and   a   foundation   to   building   and   maintaining   
community   on   earth   as   it   is   in   heaven.   It   is   this   kind   of   community   that   Ephesians   
4:25-32   speaks   to,   a   community   that   is   rooted   in   forgiveness   and   grace   will   be   grounded   
in   doing   their   best   to   treat   each   other   right   and   well.   When   we   root   ourselves   in   
forgiveness   we   do   not   let   anger   take   control,   we   do   not   let   pettiness   or   tearing   each   
other   down   be   the   last   word.   Instead   we   build   up   our   community   on   being   
“tenderhearted,   forgiving   one   another,   as   God   in   Christ   has   forgiven   you.”     

As   we   take   this   part   of   the   prayer   seriously   and   live   into   it   we   are   stepping   into   the   
salvation   that   God   promises   us.   When   we   accept   God’s   grace   and   forgiveness   into   our   
hearts   and   live   it   out   by   forgiving   others   and   ourselves   we   are   building   our   community   
on   health,   wholeness,   peace,   harmony,   oneness   and   shalom.   Forgiveness   is   at   the   
foundation   of   good   and   long-lasting   relationships   and   essential   to   our   own   flourishing.   
May   we   let   go   of   the   anger   and   resentment,   may   we   release   ourselves   from   the   
suffocating   burdens   of   our   own   mistakes   and   instead   live   out   love.   May   we   accept   
forgiveness   of   our   sins,   as   we   forgive   those   who   sin   against   us.     

  

FROM   THE   NEW   ZEALAND   PRAYER   BOOK   

Eternal   Spirit,   Earth-maker,   Pain-bearer,   Life-giver,   

Source   of   all   that   is   and   that   shall   be,   

Father   and   Mother   of   us   all,   

Loving   God,   in   whom   is   heaven:   

The   hallowing   of   your   name   echo   through   the   universe!   

  



  

The   way   of   your   justice   be   followed   by   the   peoples   of   the   world!   

Your   heavenly   will   be   done   by   all   created   beings!  

Your   commonwealth   of   peace   and   freedom   

sustain   our   hope   and   come   on   earth.   

With   the   bread   we   need   for   today,   feed   us.   

In   the   hurts   we   absorb   from   one   another,   forgive   us.   

In   times   of   temptation   and   testing,   strengthen   us.   

From   trials   too   great   to   endure,   spare   us.   

From   the   grip   of   all   that   is   evil,   free   us.   

For   you   reign   in   the   glory   of   the   power   that   is   love,   

now   and   for   ever.   Amen.   

  


